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Chapter 741: Untitled 

 

After understanding the grudge between Yin Rong and the Dark Night Ghost Sect, Donor also said, “To 

be honest, the Dark Night Ghost Sect has always been a huge tumor in the Light Sea. To be honest, its 

existence is also a provocation to the Elven royal family.” 

The Dark Night Ghost Sect had existed for more than two thousand years. Sheng Xiao and the others 

didn’t know where this organization came from. Besides, the Light Sea and the Divine Realm Continent 

were not in close contact more than two thousand years ago. At that time, nothing major happened. 

The continents never formed alliances easily. 

It was only when planes appeared more than a hundred years ago that the communication between the 

various continents became closer. Later, the birth of the internet tightened the friendship between the 

various continents. 

Therefore, no one knew the exact background of the Dark Night Ghost Sect. 

Hearing Donor say that, Beatrice asked curiously, “Oh really? What do you mean?” 

Sheng Xiao sneered. “To think that the Light Sea claims to be holy and the child of God. Why is there a 

group of maggots killing the innocent?” 

Donor didn’t retort. He even looked ashamed. 

Donor said in a low voice, “This matter starts from the battle of the Elven royal family 2,800 years ago.” 

Before Donor could say anything, Sheng Xiao pointed out sharply, “So, the Dark Night Ghost Sect and 

the Elven Royal Family have the same bloodline.” 

Donor nodded in embarrassment. “â€¦You can say that.” 

“The powerful and brave Elven King, Moldo, had a total of three sons and one daughter. He and his first 

wife, Elizabeth, gave birth to a pair of twin sons, the eldest son, Yeo, and the second son, Yarson. Later, 

Elizabeth unfortunately died in the enchantment battle. Thirty years later, Moldo married the number 

one beauty of the elves, Yawen, and gave birth to a pair of children with her. The son’s name was Taya, 

and the daughter’s name was Lucifer.” 

Upon hearing these people’s weird names, Feng Yuncheng frowned and said, “The names of you elves 

are really difficult to remember.” 

However, Donor said, “Your names are the difficult ones to remember.” 

Seeing that everyone was about to quarrel again, Sheng Xiao’s expression darkened. “Shut up.” 

Beatrice glanced at Feng Yuncheng coldly, and Feng Yuncheng immediately shut his mouth. 

After Donor lost someone to bicker with, he became obedient. He said concisely, “In short, after Moldo 

went to the Great World to train, his four children started the cruelest battle for the royal title in history. 



In that battle, the third son, Taya, secretly sent his sister, Lucifer, who wanted to be the queen, to the 

demonic cave so that she would be defiled by the Night Elves there. From then on, she lost her integrity 

and would never be able to become the queen.” 

Upon hearing this, Estelle immediately retorted, “You saw her being defiled by the Night Elves with your 

own eyes? Perhaps Taya deliberately found a Light Elf to defile Lucifer and then lied about her being 

raped by the Night Elves!” 

Donor widened his eyes. He wanted to retort, but someone who could even set up his own sister wasn’t 

someone who wouldn’t do such a thing. He immediately had nothing to say. “Let’s not talk about 

whether it’s true or not. In short, after her brother ruined her reputation, she forever lost the right to 

inherit the title. After she returned to the royal family, she joined hands with her eldest brother, Yeo, 

and her second brother, Yarson, at the same time and revealed many things about her brother.” 

“With Lucifer’s help, Yeo and Yarson successfully kicked out their third brother, Taya. After that, the 

battle for the royal title turned into a sibling feud.” 

Sheng Xiao suddenly found a blind spot. He asked Donor, “Incest? Are you elves so open-minded?” 

Everyone also looked at Donor playfully. 

Donor’s face turned red. He said angrily, “I already said that it was more than two thousand years ago. 

There was no such thing as propriety, justice, or shame back then!” 

“Oh~” Everyone said meaningfully. 

Donor was speechless. He picked up the fruit wine in front of him and took a sip before continuing, “For 

the sake of the throne and to compete for Lucifer, the two brothers engaged in internal strife for ten 

years. Everyone knows the outcomeâ€¦” Donor shrugged and said,” The one who finally sat on the 

throne was the Second Prince, Yarson. ” 

Yu Huang said, “So, Yeo left the Elven royal family and established the Dark Night Ghost Sect?” 
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Everyone had the same thought as Yu Huang. 

But Donor shook his head and said, “No, the founder of the Dark Night Ghost Sect isn’t Yeo, but Lucifer.” 

! 

Everyone’s mouths widened in shock. “Huh? Lucifer is the founder of the Dark Night Ghost Sect? What 

about Yeo?” 

Donor thought of Yeo’s ending and his expression suddenly became strange. He said softly, “It’s 

rumored that the night before Yarson ascended to the throne, Yeo planned to give Lucifer to Yarson in 

exchange for his brother’s concession. But after Lucifer found out about this, she was disheartened and 

killed Yeo before the throne. Not only that, but Lucifer also embedded Yeo’ eyes on the throne and used 



the Spirit Trap Incantation to trap Yeo’s soul in the throne so that his soul and the throne would be 

forever joined. She wanted Yeo to watch Yarson and his descendants enjoy glory and wealth.” 

Yu Huang took a deep breath and couldn’t help but sigh with emotion. “What a ruthless woman.” 

“She’s ruthless.” Beatrice admired Lucifer’s methods and ruthlessness. 

“So in our elven race, if you have a grudge against a man and hope that his life becomes a living hell, you 

only have to curse him to marry a woman like Lucifer.” Donor raised his glass and clinked it with 

everyone’s. He took a sip of wine and continued, “Yarson had an affair with Lucifer, so before he died, 

he asked his descendants to never punish Lucifer. So…” 

Donor sighed and said helplessly, “So, the Dark Night Ghost Sect has done many evil things in the Light 

Sea, but the royal family has always tolerated its existence.” 

Yin Rong sneered and said mockingly, “You elves are really adamant on keeping your promises.” They 

knew that the Dark Night Ghost Sect had done many evil things, but tolerated the Dark Night Ghost 

Sect’s evil deeds because of the promise of an ancestor. 

How admirable! 

After Donor found out about the irreconcilable hatred between Yin Rong and the Dark Night Ghost Sect, 

he wasn’t angry when he was mocked by Yin Rong. 

He said, “You only know of the existence of the Dark Night Ghost Sect, but you definitely don’t know 

who the current sect master of the Dark Night Ghost Sect is.” 

Yin Rong immediately asked, “Who is it?!” 

Donor actually said, “Lucifer.” 

Yu Huang frowned when she heard this. “You’re saying that Lucifer is still alive?” 

“Yes.” Donor nodded with a serious expression. He told everyone, “The reason the Dark Night Ghost 

Sect is called the Dark Night Ghost Sect is because the elves in the clan have abandoned the skin color 

and abilities given to them by the Light God and cultivated the Ghost Dao. After Lucifer cultivated the 

Ghost Dao, she is now immortal.” 

“Although Lucifer is alive, she is no longer the former Princess Lucifer. However, because of the promise 

of our ancestors, no one in the Elven royal family has broken our promise.” 

After hearing Donor talk about the past and present lives of the Dark Night Ghost Sect, Xiao Shu asked 

him with a faint smile, “Your Highness, what are you trying to say? Could it be that Your Highness also 

wants to fight with us and suppress the Dark Night Ghost Sect?” 

Everyone stared at Donor in silence, to hear his decision. 

Donor put down the glass in his hand heavily and said, “The elves, who look holy and gorgeous, are 

actually filled with lice. I want to tear open those gorgeous robes and kill all the maggots that parasitize 

our bodies. So…” Donor held the glass and raised it to Yin Rong.” Count me in. ” 

The coldness on Yin Rong’s face faded slightly when she heard this. 



She raised her glass and clinked it with Donor’s before saying, “Welcome.” 

Seeing this, Beatrice also said, “The Dark Night Ghost Sect has also killed many citizens of the Divine 

Moon Empire. As a soldier of the Divine Moon Empire, I will participate in the battle against the Dark 

Night Ghost Sect!” 

Feng Yuncheng would always follow Beatrice closely. Seeing that Beatrice had decided to join the battle, 

Feng Yuncheng immediately raised his hand and said, “I will fight alongside Her Highness!” 

At first, Estelle didn’t know what the Dark Night Ghost Sect was, but after hearing about the evil deeds 

the Dark Night Ghost Sect had done to Yin Rong’s family, Estelle hated the Dark Night Ghost Sect to the 

core. Affected by Beatrice and the others’ emotions, Estelle also slammed the table hard and said, “The 

village chief said that plagues should be removed, so I have to fight with you all!” 

Seeing that everyone had expressed their stance, Yu Huang turned around and blinked at Sheng Xiao. 

She smiled and asked, “My dear Brother Xiao, what about you?” 

Sheng Xiao smiled and said calmly, “I said that I would accompany you in everything.” So, Yu Huang 

asked a useless question. 

“Then.” Yu Huang used tea as wine and raised her cup. She roared, “I wish us all the best in this battle!” 

“Okay!” 

Yu Huang informed Ji Linyuan of her decision to attack the Dark Night Ghost Sect. 

Ji Linyuan had some understanding of the Dark Night Ghost Sect. After knowing Yu Huang’s decision, Ji 

Linyuan cautiously mentioned, “We still need to consider the matter of attacking the Dark Night Ghost 

Sect. The Dark Night Ghost Sect has existed in the Light Sea for more than two thousand years. Its power 

can be considered the number one sect in the Light Sea. Although our clan has the strength to compete 

with the Dark Night Ghost Sect, if only the Yin Clan attacks the Dark Night Ghost Sect, even if we win, it 

will be a narrow victory. Not to mention, the strength of the Dark Night Ghost Sect is unpredictable. We 

might lose.” 

“Therefore, I think this isn’t the best time to attack.” Although the Sect Master of the Dark Night Ghost 

Sect was seriously injured and was on the verge of death, the Dark Night Ghost Sect was powerful. Even 

though the Sect Master had fallen, the power of the organization still couldn’t be underestimated. 

Yu Huang also knew about what Ji Linyuan was saying. She said, “Senior Brother, I naturally know what 

you’re saying.” 

“Then…” 

Before Ji Linyuan could finish speaking, he heard Yu Huang say, “But from the start, I didn’t plan to only 

use the power of the Yin Clan to deal with the Dark Night Ghost Sect.” 
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Ji Linyuan was confused. “What are you planning to do?” 



Yu Huang said, “I plan to incite the hatred of the entire cultivation world towards the Dark Night Ghost 

Sect. I will think of a way to alarm the Beast Tamer Alliance and make the alliance take the initiative to 

attack the Dark Night Ghost Sect.” 

Ji Linyuan was slightly shocked. “Tell me, what are you planning to do?” 

Yu Huang smiled mysteriously and said, “Senior Brother, just wait and see.” 

Seeing that Yu Huang refused to say anything, Ji Linyuan smiled and said, “It’s good that you have your 

own plans. I’ll wait for your good news.” 

“Okay.” 

The off-road vehicle was crowded. Sheng Xiao sat in the driver’s seat. Donor sat in the front passenger 

seat, while Feng Yuncheng and the others sat in the back, and Estelle sat on the roof. The few people 

were fighting over a bag of stir-fried melon seeds. When they saw Yu Huang walking over with her 

phone, Sheng Xiao quickly reached out his hand from the driver’s window and handed Yu Huang a 

handful of melon seeds. 

He complained, “This is a group of robbers. If you came a little later, you wouldn’t even be able to get 

the shells.” 

Yu Huang took Sheng Xiao’s melon seeds and leaned against the car door to eat a few. Then, she heard 

Sheng Xiao say, “It’s getting late. Let’s go back to school.” 

Yu Huang spat out the melon shell in her mouth and suddenly said, “Let’s not return to the academy 

today.” 

Hearing this, the youths playing in the car fell silent. 

Feng Yuncheng stared at Yu Huang and asked in surprise, “If we’re not going back to the academy, 

where are we going to go?” 

Yu Huang looked up at her companions in the car. She blinked and said mysteriously, “I’m skipping class. 

Are any of you coming with me to fight beasts?” 

Yin Rong said softly, “Scores will be deducted for skipping class.” 

“Don’t worry, if you skip class with me, your points won’t be deducted.” 

“Huh?” Although they didn’t know what Yu Huang was thinking, out of trust and excitement, everyone 

decided to skip class with Yu Huang. 

Yu Huang settled Beatrice and the others in a hotel room. Then, she went to the Eliza Mercenary Group 

with Sheng Xiao. 

There were three off-road trucks parked at the entrance of the Eliza Mercenary Group. Some of the 

female mercenaries were adding equipment to the off-road vehicles. A group of female mercenaries 

holding assault rifles guarded the convoy with serious expressions and looked at the nearby pedestrians 

warily. 



Noticing that Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao were approaching Eliza’s car, the female mercenary on guard 

immediately raised the gun in her hand and threatened Yu Huang coldly, “Stop immediately, or I’ll 

shoot!” As she spoke, the female mercenary’s finger was already on the trigger. 

Yu Huang immediately raised her hands to indicate that she didn’t carry a weapon. 

Seeing this, the sentinel still didn’t let her guard down. She nodded at Yu Huang and asked warily, “What 

do you do?!” 

“Tell your regiment commander that Wu Huang is here to look for her.” 

The sentry looked at Yu Huang skeptically and was deeply suspicious of her intentions. 

The woman in front of her was beautiful, and she looked extremely unfamiliar. She didn’t have the aura 

of the desperadoes in Rakshasa City. 

Did this person really know their regiment commander? 

At this moment, a female mercenary walked out with a box of equipment. She noticed the commotion 

on Yu Huang’s side and glanced at Yu Huang. Coincidentally, this female soldier was the driver who had 

driven Eliza earlier. She recognized Yu Huang as the regiment commander’s friend and said to the 

sentry, “Lin Fang, put down your weapon. They are the regiment commander’s friends.” 

Hearing this, the female mercenary hurriedly put down the gun in her hand and nodded at Yu Huang. 

“Please come in.” 

The two of them followed the female driver into the Eliza Mercenary Group. The moment they entered 

the room, they were stared at and sized up by the cold and stern women in the hall. The atmosphere in 

the team had been tense for the past two days. When they suddenly saw strangers, the members were 

very vigilant. 

Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao followed the female driver to the guest room where Eliza was. 

The female driver said to Yu Huang, “The regiment commander is in a meeting with the deputy regiment 

commanders. Please wait a moment. I’ll inform them.” 

“Okay.” 

As soon as Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao sat down, a girl who looked to be in her teens walked in with tea. 

There was a scar on the girl’s face and her dark blue eyes were like a leopard’s. She placed the tea on 

the coffee table in front of Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao and was about to leave. 

Yu Huang suddenly asked her, “How old are you?” 
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The girl stopped in her tracks and looked down at Yu Huang. Then, she glanced at Sheng Xiao. She 

clenched the tray in her hand and said in the Divine Moon Empire’s language, “16 years old.” 

She was 16 years old, which was underage. 



Yu Huang stared at the girl’s young face and her ruthless gaze. She suddenly asked, “Are you going to 

fight tonight too?” 

The girl looked at Yu Huang in surprise. She was probably surprised that Yu Huang knew that the Eliza 

Mercenary Group would fight tonight. “I don’t have to fight. The regiment commander said that those 

under the age of 25 can’t fight today.” 

Yu Huang nodded and didn’t say anything else. 

On the other hand, when the girl saw that Yu Huang seemed to know a lot of insider information, she 

stood on the spot and hesitated for a moment. In the end, she couldn’t help but ask softly, “Miss, can I 

ask what mission the regiment commander and the others are going to do tonight?” 

Yu Huang took a sip of tea and said, “She didn’t tell you?” 

The girl shook her head. “Only the deputy regiment knows, but the deputy regiment won’t say 

anything.” 

Yu Huang smiled, and her gaze became gentle and pitiful. “Not saying it is a form of protection for you 

guys.” 

The girl’s eyes suddenly turned red. She held the tray tightly with her fingers and bit her lip. “Is tonight’s 

mission very dangerous?” 

Yu Huang was silent. 

Seeing this, the girl closed her eyes forcefully and left with the tray. 

After she left, Sheng Xiao said, “In Rakshasa City, there are many girls who have committed crimes but 

have nowhere to settle down. Lucky girls can join mercenary groups and live through bloodshed. 

Unlucky girls can only fall into prostitution.” 

Yu Huang sighed with a complicated expression. “They’re just a group of children who want to live.” 

Some people were still struggling to survive. Some people were living in peace, but they were seeking 

death. Those who wanted to live could live anywhere, and those who wanted to die were in hell no 

matter where they were. 

* * 

“Commander.” 

Hearing the commotion outside the door, the women in the conference room stopped talking at the 

same time. 

Eliza raised her head and said towards the door, “What happened?” 

The woman outside the door said loudly, “Commander, the girl you saw on the street this afternoon is 

here to look for you.” 

Eliza was stunned when she heard this. Then, surprise appeared on her face. “Wu Huang?” 

“Yes.” 



Eliza’s heart suddenly raced. 

Wu Huang was a Beast Tamer. Three years ago, Eliza had personally seen Yu Huang successfully kill a 

Rank 6 Vermillion Bird demon beast and she even obtained a flying demon technique from its body. 

Now that three years had passed, Wu Huang’s cultivation level must have improved again. Why did she 

come looking for her now? 

Eliza suddenly said to the vice regiment commanders, “I’m going to see an old friend. Let’s continue 

later.” With that, Eliza stood up anxiously and quickly walked out of the conference room. 

Seeing that Eliza was so excited, the deputy regiment commanders looked at each other in surprise. 

What kind of big shot had come? 

When Eliza pushed the door open and entered, Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao’s tea was still steaming. 

“Wu Huang!” Eliza strode to Yu Huang. Seeing that it was really her, her rapidly beating heart suddenly 

calmed down. “Why are you here?” Noticing that the man who appeared beside Yu Huang was another 

person, Eliza asked Yu Huang, “Is this also your friend?” 

Sheng Xiao looked at Yu Huang meaningfully when he heard the name Wu Huang. 

Yu Huang noticed Sheng Xiao’s gaze and smiled at him helplessly. Then, she said to Eliza, “He’s not my 

friend. He’s my man.” 

Eliza immediately revealed a surprised and ambiguous look. “You two are a match made in heaven.” 

Eliza sat down on the chair opposite Yu Huang. She didn’t beat around the bush with Yu Huang and said 

bluntly, “I have to set off at six o’clock. There’s not much time. Wu Huang, tell me directly, why are you 

looking for me?” 

Yu Huang liked Eliza’s straightforward personality. She glanced outside the room. Eliza noticed Yu 

Huang’s actions and stood up to walk out the door. She said to the little girl who served tea, “Anya, go 

and keep watch outside the corridor. Don’t let anyone approach.” 

Anya nodded solemnly and turned to walk down the corridor. 

When Eliza returned to the room, she didn’t know that Yu Huang had already set up an anti-bugging wall 

in the room. 

As soon as Eliza sat down, she heard Yu Huang say, “We’ll go with you tonight.” 
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Eliza was so shocked that she suddenly stood up. Her eyes widened as she cried out, “You want to fight 

with us?” Eliza’s heart instantly raced, but she quickly regained her composure. She looked at Yu Huang 

thoughtfully and asked hesitantly, “Why?” 

Eliza didn’t think that her friendship with Wu Huang was deep enough for Yu Huang to risk her life for 

her. 



Yu Huang stared at the black cloth on Eliza’s arm and said, “I didn’t do it to save you. I did it to deal with 

the Dark Night Ghost Sect behind you.” 

Eliza’s gaze changed again. 

The Dark Night Ghost Sect was the number one sect in the Light Sea. Its strength was unfathomable, and 

it was far from what these mercenary groups in Rakshasa City could deal with. Although Wu Huang was 

a Beast Tamer, and even if her talent and cultivation weren’t bad, she was still young. How could she, 

who was alone, be a match for the Dark Night Ghost Sect? 

Eliza asked, “Wu Huang, may I ask what your cultivation level is now?” 

Yu Huang said, “Master.” 

Eliza’s expression froze slightly as she stared at Yu Huang’s pretty face. Then, she asked, “How old are 

you this year?” 

Yu Huang said, “22 years old.” 

Eliza took a deep breath and pinched her right leg hard. She felt a piercing pain before she dared to 

believe that she wasn’t hearing things. 

A 22-year-old Master was really impressive! 

Eliza didn’t know much about the cultivation world, but she could guess the status of a 22-year-old 

female Master in the cultivation world. She was probably one of the best among the young Beast 

Tamers. One had to know that the legendary number one genius on the continent, Sheng Xiao, had 

broken through to the Master Realm at the age of 20. It had caused a heated discussion on the entire 

continent. 

The woman in front of him wasn’t inferior to the legendary number one genius of the continent. 

However, Eliza had never heard of a young female Master called Wu Huang in the cultivation world. 

Thinking about it, Wu Huang might be her fake name. 

After calming down, Eliza looked at Sheng Xiao again. “May I ask what your current cultivation level is?” 

Sheng Xiao was surprised to hear her call him. He saw that Yu Huang had no objections, so he nodded 

and said, “Supreme Master.” He didn’t say that he was a Grand Master. He was the only Grand Master 

on the continent who was this young. 

Once he said it, Eliza would definitely guess their true identities. 

However, Eliza was shocked again when she found out that Sheng Xiao was a Supreme Master at such a 

young age. Her lips quivered. Then, she said while trembling, “So, you’re a Supreme Master. I was rude.” 

What right did she have to speak to a powerful Supreme Master? 

Yu Huang noticed Eliza’s reaction and couldn’t help but want to laugh. “Eliza, we’re indeed a little weak. 

We’re not enough to fight against the Dark Night Ghost Sect at all. However, you’re also a 



knowledgeable person. People like us, who have such a high cultivation level at such a young age, 

definitely aren’t people without a powerful background.” 

“The person who really wants to deal with the Dark Night Ghost Sect isn’t us, but the families behind us. 

This time, we came to add me and my friends into your mercenary group. I wonder if you can do it?” 

Hearing this, Eliza hurriedly nodded and said, “I can do that. Although the Eliza Mercenary Group is filled 

with women, we have a very good relationship with the Snow Wolf Mercenary Group. I can insert this 

Supreme Master into the Snow Wolf Mercenary Group. I definitely won’t arouse the suspicion of the 

vice sect master of the Dark Night Ghost Sect.” 

“That’s good.” 

Eliza looked at Sheng Xiao respectfully and asked nervously, “May I know your surname? How should I 

address you?” 

Yu Huang subconsciously said, “My husband’s name is…” 

Sheng Xiao said, “Ma Yao.” 

Yu Huang swallowed her words and nodded in agreement. “Yes, my husband’s name is Ma Yao.” 
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Ma Yao. 

Upon hearing this name, Eliza froze. 

How could such a handsome and mighty man be called such a mediocre and ordinary name like Ma Yao? 

With his handsome face, Eliza would believe him even if he said that he was Sheng Xiao. 

Eliza wasn’t an idiot. She knew very well that Ma Yao wasn’t his real name, and she had even guessed 

that Wu Huang wasn’t Yu Huang’s real name. However, the world was dangerous. Who didn’t have a 

few aliases? 

Names could be faked, but one’s character couldn’t be. Although Eliza and Yu Huang didn’t interact 

much, the few times they met, Yu Huang had left a deep impression on her. 

Although Yu Huang wasn’t a simple-minded kind person, she wasn’t a vicious person who would stab 

someone in the back. 

Three years ago, Yu Huang had saved Eliza’s army from danger. This was a kindness that Eliza would 

never forget. 

At the thought of this, Eliza laughed heartily. “In that case, Supreme Master Ma, I have to bring you to 

the Snow Wolf Mercenary Group to take a look. I believe that the Snow Wolf will be very happy when it 

finds out that you’ve joined.” A Supreme Master Beast Tamer wasn’t considered a big shot in the 

cultivation world, but in a mercenary group made up of civilians, a Supreme Master Beast Tamer was 

very admirable. 



Yu Huang said, “Wait a moment. I still have a few more friends.” 

Eliza was stunned and asked, “How many people…?” 

“Six people.” 

Eliza’s heart raced again. She heard herself ask hesitantly, “Could it be that your friends are also Beast 

Tamers?” 

Yu Huang smiled and nodded again. 

Seeing this, Eliza clenched the armrest of the chair tightly, and hope suddenly erupted in her eyes. 

Ever since she was threatened by the vice sect master of the Dark Night Ghost Sect last night, death had 

been looming over Eliza’s head. She knew that none of them would be able to return tonight, so she had 

been giving her last words to the vice sect master in the conference room this afternoon. 

However, after knowing that Yu Huang and her six friends would join tonight’s battle, Eliza actually saw 

a trace of hope. 

If they could live, who would be willing to die?! 

Eliza didn’t beg Yu Huang to save them. That would be moral coercion. However, Eliza still hoped that Yu 

Huang and the others could join and turn the situation around tonight. 

Taking a deep breath, Eliza said, “Get your friends here now. I’ll call Snow Wolf and ask him to come 

over.” 

“Okay.” 

Both of them called their friends. 

In a short while, Snow Wolf arrived. 

Just like the Eliza Mercenary Group, the original name of the Snow Wolf Mercenary Group’s commander 

wasn’t Snow Wolf. However, after he became the commander, it didn’t matter what his name was. 

What was important was that he was now the commander of the Snow Wolf Mercenary Group. 

Snow Wolf was a thin man with a head of silver hair. Although he was thin, he was very tall. He was 

about 1.9 meters tall. 

But it was precisely because he was tall that he looked even thinner. 

How thin was he? 

Sheng Xiao, who was also 1.9 meters tall, weighed about 170 pounds. Snow Wolf looked like he was only 

120 pounds. He was as thin as a bamboo pole. 

Yu Huang was somewhat surprised that such a person could become the leader of the Snow Wolf 

Mercenary Group. 

Eliza told Snow Wolf about the situation over the phone. Therefore, Snow Wolf didn’t show any disdain 

or surprise when he saw that Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao were so young. On the contrary, he respected Yu 



Huang and Sheng Xiao very much. The moment he reached the guest room, he bowed to Yu Huang and 

Sheng Xiao respectfully. “Greetings, Master and Supreme Master. I’m the leader of the Snow Wolf 

Mercenary Group, Snow Wolf. You can call me Snow Wolf.” 

Yu Huang nodded. “Snow Wolf.” 

Snow Wolf hurriedly replied, “If you have any orders, just tell me. I’ll do my best.” 

Sheng Xiao said, “I believe Eliza has told you why we want to cooperate with you.” 

Snow Wolf looked at Sheng Xiao again and lowered its head. “Eliza has indeed told me. I wonder how 

many friends of yours need to join my mercenary group?” 

Sheng Xiao said in a low voice, “There are five of us, including me.” 

Snow Wolf asked respectfully, “I wonder what cultivation levels your friends have?” 

“Two Supreme Masters and two Masters.” Xiao Shu and Donor were both Supreme Masters. Estelle and 

Feng Yuncheng were both intermediate-stage Masters. 
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Snow Wolf’s eyes suddenly burned. “Two Supreme Masters and two Masters?” 

“Yes.” 

The snow wolf was overjoyed. 

The vice sect master sent by the Dark Night Ghost Sect was an intermediate-stage Grand Master expert. 

A Grand Master expert could destroy the entire Snow Wolf Mercenary Group with a flip of his hand. 

Therefore, when they were threatened by the vice sect master, Snow Wolf didn’t even have the right to 

resist. 

Snow Wolf was overjoyed to find out that Sheng Xiao and the others had three Supreme Masters and 

two Masters. 

With so many experts joining, they might have a chance of defeating the vice sect master of the Dark 

Night Ghost Sect! 

Of course, Snow Wolf didn’t dare to say it out loud. 

“There’s nothing wrong. It’s just…” Snow Wolf looked at Sheng Xiao carefully and said nervously,” It’s 

just that the vice president of the Dark Night Ghost Sect has seen me before. So, I can only ask you to 

pretend to be my subordinates. In order to make it more realistic, I might say something that will offend 

you… ” 

Sheng Xiao nodded. “Don’t worry about that. Just treat us as your real subordinates. We are at your 

disposal.” 

“Sorry.” 



As they spoke, Beatrice and the others arrived. 

When Eliza and Snow Wolf saw their subordinates leading six… oh no, five good-looking young people 

(except for Estelle) into the guest room, their expressions became shocked again. 

Wu Huang and Ma Yao’s friends were actually so young! 

A handsome elven man with a pair of white wings on his back was standing at the front. Behind this 

handsome man, there was an ugly Night Elf with dark skin and wings like those of a bat. 

A handsome young man with red hair was standing behind the Night Elf. The red-haired man was 

holding the hand of another long-haired beauty with a gentle temperament. 

A beautiful woman with a voluptuous figure, wavy hair, and a pair of blue eyes was standing behind the 

long-haired beauty. Beside the voluptuous beauty, there stood a handsome young man of medium 

height. 

Apart from the Night Elf, the others were all handsome men and beautiful women. 

Eliza looked at their young faces and couldn’t believe that these young men who looked even younger 

than them were actually Beast Tamers with the cultivation of Supreme Masters and Masters. 

Wu Huang’s friends were also outstanding people! 

On the other hand, Snow Wolf kept looking at Beatrice’s face. His eyes flickered. In the end, he couldn’t 

suppress his curiosity and walked towards Beatrice. He bent down and asked, “Hello, Madam. I’m the 

captain of the Snow Wolf Mercenary Group. You look a little familiar. You look like a female soldier I met 

on the battlefield many years ago.” 

Hearing this, Beatrice raised her head and stared at Snow Wolf’s face a few more times. She seemed to 

find him familiar, but she couldn’t remember where she had seen him before. 

Snow Wolf recognized Beatrice. 

“May I ask if you are General Mo of the Divine Moon Empire?” 

Everyone in the Divine Moon Empire called Beatrice Princess. Those who were familiar with her knew 

that ‘Princess’ was the last thing Beatrice wanted to hear, so they addressed her respectfully as ‘Your 

Highness’. Those who called her General Mo were either soldiers of the Divine Moon Empire or her 

former enemies. 

Beatrice stared at Snow Wolf’s face a few more times. A few seconds later, she said, “You’re Colonel 

Jiang Zhongguo of Cang Lan Empire?” 

Seeing that Beatrice still remembered him, Snow Wolf’s eyes turned red. “I really didn’t expect that 

after eight years, there would still be someone who remembers my name.” 

Seeing that Beatrice met an old acquaintance in a foreign place, and a man at that, Feng Yuncheng felt a 

little jealous. He stuck to Beatrice’s back and asked in an unpredictable tone, “Your Highness, is he a 

friend?” 

Beatrice glanced at Feng Yuncheng and said, “Former enemy.” 



Feng Yuncheng was relieved. 

As for how Jiang Zhongguo went from a major general to the commander of the Snow Wolf Mercenary 

Group in Rakshasa City, Beatrice had no intention of explaining in detail. After all, this was Jiang 

Zhongguo’s private matter. 

Jiang Zhongguo had no intention of saying anything. 

Jiang Zhongguo smiled and said, “I heard some time ago that General Mo temporarily retired and came 

to the Holy Spirit Academy to study. It seems that you are all students of the Holy Spirit Academy.” 

Eliza widened her eyes and looked at Yu Huang in disbelief. 

Yu Huang looked at her with a smile and didn’t explain. 

Eliza looked at their faces carefully and suddenly had a bold guess. 

Could the 22-year-old Master called Wu Huang be… the legendary princess of the cultivation world? 

The ‘group pet princess’ was a nickname for Yu Huang by commoners and the cultivation world. This 

was because she was Yin Mingjue’s daughter, Lin Jiansheng’s only personal disciple, the adopted 

daughter of the Grand State Master Mo Xiao, the grand-disciple of the old dean of the Divine Realm 

Academy, Di Ruofeng, and Young Master Sheng Xiao’s wife. 

With all these identities added together, wasn’t she a group pet? 

If Wu Huang was Yu Huang, then Ma Yao was… 

Eliza’s eyes widened. 

Ma Yao! 

Wasn’t he Sheng Xiao?! 

Damn! 

Eliza looked at the handsome elf with white wings and vaguely guessed the young man’s true identity. 

After realizing the true identity of the group of young people in the room, Eliza immediately felt her 

throat burn and her hands tremble. She swallowed hard and thought to herself, “There’s hope!” 

With the youngest Grand Master on the continent helping them, the evil plan of the vice sect master of 

the Dark Night Ghost Sect would most likely be ruined! 

The Eliza Mercenary Group might not be completely wiped out. 

Chapter 748: Don’t Disappoint Me (1) 

 

At the thought of this, Eliza bit her lower lip hard with her teeth and gave Yu Huang a grateful look. Yu 

Huang understood the meaning behind Eliza’s gaze and gave her a comforting smile. 

Seeing Yu Huang’s smile, Eliza suddenly felt at ease. 



“It’s getting late. Be prepared. We have to set off as soon as possible.” 

“Okay.” 

Eliza secretly kicked her three subordinates out of the battle group and gave Yu Huang, Yin Rong, and 

Beatrice a combat uniform. 

Silver was the main color of the Eliza Mercenary Group’s uniform. Yu Huang and the others changed into 

tight T-shirts, silver leather jackets, and silver-gray loose pants. They also changed into a pair of combat 

boots. They instantly transformed into elite warriors. 

Yin Rong tied up her long hair and put on a hat. Beatrice did the same. 

On Yu Huang’s injured head, her newly grown hair had already passed her ears. She put on her hat and 

pressed down her short hair. Her charming eyes constantly released a sharp and cold look. She looked 

like she wasn’t someone to be trifled with. 

When Eliza saw the three of them after changing, she frowned and said, “Your looks are too 

outstanding. You’ll be discovered too easily.” 

Thus, Eliza personally applied makeup on them. Even their parents wouldn’t recognize them. 

“That’s good.” 

Yu Huang stared at herself in the mirror. Her skin was tanned, and there were a few green and black 

lines on her face. In an instant, it was as if she had traveled through time and returned to Earth’s 

Doomsday Era. At that time, when it was Yu Huang’s team’s turn to go out and search for resources, 

they also had to wear this kind of camouflage makeup. 

It had only been a few years since she came to this world, but Yu Huang couldn’t remember her life in 

the Doomsday Era. 

She put on her hat and turned to go downstairs to the hall to equip herself with the group. 

Beatrice noticed Yu Huang’s agile movements. She approached Yu Huang and raised her eyebrows. “The 

way you loaded the bullet reminded me of a soldier who has been trained all year round. Your muscles 

have memories of guns and all weapons. To be honest, have you really never been a soldier before?” 

Yu Huang used to be a celebrity. Later, she awakened her beast form and became a Beast Tamer. It 

wasn’t strange that she could control spiritual power, but it was a little strange that she could use guns 

so skillfully. 

Yu Huang lowered her head and sorted out the bullets without saying a word. 

Beatrice stared at Yu Huang’s face for a moment before turning to look at Yin Rong. Seeing Yin Rong’s 

clumsy actions, Beatrice said, “Someone like Yin Rong clearly hasn’t touched a gun before.” 

Yin Rong revealed an embarrassed expression. “Can you not make fun of me? Your Highness, this is my 

first time touching a gun.” After Yin Rong awakened her beast form, she had been cultivating her 

spiritual power. It was normal for Beast Tamers who relied on their spiritual power to fight to be bad at 

using guns. 



Hearing Yin Rong’s words, Beatrice stopped laughing at her and turned to tease Yu Huang. “Did you hear 

that? It’s normal for Yin Rong to be like that, so it’s obvious that you’re used to playing with guns.” 

Yu Huang had dealt with guns and machinery for two hundred years. She had long developed memories 

and reflexes towards these things. This couldn’t be hidden. Seeing that Beatrice was going to get to the 

bottom of it, Yu Huang smiled and said, “When I was filming in the past, I went to the training camp for a 

period of special training.” 

“Is that so?” Beatrice didn’t believe Yu Huang’s words. 

Beatrice asked her again, “I’ve always been curious. You used to film movies. How do you know how to 

design cold weapons and large weapons?” 

Yu Huang’s talent and strength in weapon design were something that even those old fellows from the 

Divine Moon Empire’s research institute couldn’t compare to. How could an actress like her design 

weapons? 

This was also what Beatrice found puzzling. 

Yin Rong looked at Yu Huang in surprise. “You know how to design weapons?” 

Yu Huang rolled her eyes and threw a box of bullets to Beatrice. “Why do you have so many questions? 

Let’s go. It’s time to set off.” 

Beatrice caught the heavy bullet and looked up at Yu Huang’s back. She revealed a mysterious smile. 

“You really have a lot of mysteries.” Fortunately, such a person was a friend of the Divine Moon Empire 

and not an enemy. 

At six o’clock, the Eliza Mercenary Group’s car drove out of Bounty Street and towards the Abyssal 

Origin Forest. 

Chapter 749: Don’t Disappoint Me (2) 

 

After leaving Rakshasa City, the Eliza Mercenary Group gathered with the Snow Wolf Mercenary Group 

that was waiting outside the city. 

Yu Huang saw Sheng Xiao immediately. 

Sheng Xiao, Donor, Xiao Shu, Estelle, and Feng Yuncheng were sitting behind the off-road truck that 

Snow Wolf was in. The five of them were sitting on the same bench. Because the back of the truck was 

open, Yu Huang and the others saw them immediately. 

Noticing that everyone in the Snow Wolf Mercenary Group was wearing a cloak, Eliza said in surprise, 

“They don’t usually wear cloaks.” Things like cloaks were especially troublesome during battle. 

This wasn’t a runway show. Who would wear that for no reason? 

Yu Huang smiled and said, “That’s to block Donor and the others’ wings.” 



Donor and the others’ wings were a part of their bodies, while Yu Huang’s Vermillion Bird wings were a 

flying demon technique, an energy body. Yu Huang could freely put the Vermillion Bird wings into her 

body, but Donor and the others couldn’t. 

Even if they retracted their wings, they would stick to their backs and couldn’t be hidden. Therefore, the 

cloak was the best cover. 

Seeing that the Eliza Mercenary Group had already arrived, Snow Wolf threw a cigarette at Eliza. “Give 

me a cigarette.” 

Eliza reached out and grabbed the cigarette. She turned to him and asked, “Snow Wolf, did you see any 

other mercenary corps?” 

Snow Wolf’s expression darkened. He said, “Almost all the mercenary groups in Rakshasa City were 

threatened by them.” Snow Wolf pouted towards the front. “Two mercenary groups have already 

passed before you.” 

Hearing this, Eliza picked up the binoculars and looked ahead. Sure enough, she saw a convoy driving 

quickly on the plain hundreds of meters away. 

At that moment, they heard another convoy driving towards them. Eliza looked back and saw the shark 

pattern on the truck. She curled her lips and said, “The Sharks Mercenary Corps are here.” 

The Sharks Mercenary Corps was another mercenary group that had a deep relationship with Yu Huang. 

Three years ago, after she graduated from high school, she took advantage of the fact that the Divine 

Realm Academy had yet to start school to enter the abyss alone to train. At that time, the mercenary 

group she joined happened to be the Sharks Mercenary Group. 

She still remembered that the leader of the Sharks Mercenary Group was Ge Meng and the deputy 

leader was Gulli. 

Yu Huang was lost in her thoughts when she heard a familiar male voice coming from the new convoy. 

“Eliza, Snow Wolf, I didn’t expect you two to be here too.” 

Yu Huang raised her head and looked at the person who spoke. She saw Ge Meng, who was sitting in the 

passenger seat of a grayish-green off-road vehicle. It had been three years since they last met, and there 

was a terrifying scar on Ge Meng’s elegant and handsome face. The scar went from Ge Meng’s left 

eyebrow to his left chin. 

That knife pierced through the left side of his face and almost blinded him. 

Yu Huang took a closer look at Ge Meng’s side, but she didn’t see the tall Gulli. Perhaps Ge Meng 

couldn’t bear to let his brother out to die, so he left him at the headquarters of the Sharks Mercenary 

Corps. 

Eliza bit her cigarette and snorted. She said sarcastically, “I really didn’t expect that your Sharks 

Mercenary Group wouldn’t be able to escape either.” 



Ge Meng shook his head. His tone was helpless, but he said very calmly, “So what if the Sharks 

Mercenary Corps has an extensive battle record? In the eyes of those big shots, no matter how powerful 

we are, we’re just a group of ants.” 

Ge Meng also lit a cigarette for himself. He narrowed his eyes and looked in the direction of the 

primitive forest. He said coldly, “In front of them, what can we do except accept our fate?” 

Eliza stopped talking. 

Snow Wolf laughed and said, “In the past, we fought to the death over the meat and Monster Cores of 

demon beasts. It can be said that we’re irreconcilable. I really didn’t expect us enemies to die on the 

same day.” 

Snow Wolf suddenly took out three cans of beer from the glove box. He threw one to Eliza and one to 

Ge Meng. 

Ge Meng didn’t stand on ceremony. He grabbed the beer can and pulled it away. 

The three of them clinked glasses and didn’t say anything. After drinking the wine in one gulp, they 

drove quickly towards the Abyssal Origin Forest. After watching Ge Meng’s car drive to the front, Yu 

Huang opened the small window between the back of the truck and the driver’s seat. 

Seeing that she had something to say, Eliza leaned back. “What can I do for you, Wu Huang?” 

Yu Huang asked Eliza, “I only saw Ge Meng alone just now. Why isn’t his brother in the car? Could he 

have left him at the headquarters?” 

Eliza remembered that Yu Huang had once joined the Sharks Mercenary Group. When she heard Yu 

Huang ask this question, Eliza’s eyes suddenly dimmed. “You’re talking about Gulli.” Eliza threw the 

cigarette butt into the beer can. She narrowed her eyes and looked at the car Ge Meng was sitting in. 

She said in a low voice, “Gulli died last year. Their team was unlucky enough to encounter a level 5 

demon beast. All the members of the team were eaten by the demon beast.” 

Yu Huang was somewhat surprised to hear this news. “That’s a pity.” 

“No. People like us rely on those demon beasts in the abyss to get rich. If we die, we’ll be eaten by 

demon beasts and fed to the primitive forest. It’s also a natural cycle.” Eliza patted her left leg and 

blinked at Yu Huang. She said calmly, “In the future, I’ll die like that too.” 

Yu Huang didn’t comment on Eliza’s words. She only silently stroked the assault gun in her arms. 

When it was dark, they arrived at the Black Dome. 

Yin Rong glanced at the Holy Spirit Academy on the Black Dome, but it was too dark and the Black Dome 

was too high, so she didn’t see anything. “I only hope that our points won’t be deducted.” 

Yu Huang sensed a familiar psychic power extending down from the top of the Black Dome. That psychic 

power was silently sizing up their convoy. Yu Huang knew that it was Lin Jiansheng hiding in the dark and 

observing all of this, so she deliberately released her psychic aura. 



When Lin Jiansheng sensed that Yu Huang was also in the mercenary convoy, he immediately revealed a 

puzzled expression. “Huh? Why is Ah Huang with that group of mercenaries?” 

Lin Jiansheng was worried, so he kept an eye out and used his psychic aura to secretly observe Yu 

Huang’s movements. 

Yu Huang sensed her mentor’s existence. The corners of her lips curled up slightly into an evil smile. 

Her mentor was kind and benevolent. If he discovered the actions of the vice sect master of the Dark 

Night Ghost Sect, he definitely wouldn’t let it go easily. Yu Huang crossed her legs and leaned against the 

car to sleep. She thought to herself, “Vice Sect Master, don’t disappoint me.” 

Chapter 750: Vice Sect Master of the Dark Night Ghost Sect (1) 

 

Knowing that Lin Jiansheng was secretly observing the movements of the mercenary group, Yu Huang 

felt at ease. 

The car bumped along the way. It was only when it was almost dawn that they arrived at the periphery 

of the Abyssal Origin Forest. 

A winding stone wall that seemed to have no end was nailed to the edge of the plain. The top of the 

stone wall was separated by a black and striking line. This side of the line belonged to the human world, 

and the inside of the line belonged to the world of demon beasts. This wall was erected here by the four 

beast tamers after the War of Freedom ended ten thousand years ago. 

The stone wall was covered in damp green moss. 

Eliza used her dagger to scrape away the moss on the stone wall. A few ancient words appeared in front 

of everyone. 

Breaking into the abyss is strictly prohibited! 

Yu Huang raised her head to stare at the eight words on the stone wall. She heard the captain of the 

Sharks Mercenary Corps, Ge Meng, say with a smile, “Does everyone know who engraved these eight 

words?” 

The people present were all ordinary civilians. Even though they often barged into the abyss to hunt 

demon beasts, they didn’t know the history of this partition wall, let alone who wrote the warning on 

the wall. 

However, Ge Meng was a Beast Tamer. Although he was only a Scholar, as long as he was a Beast 

Tamer, he was qualified to register as a Beast Tamer. He could enter the Beast Tamer Alliance’s network 

and obtain information that many commoners didn’t know. Ge Meng told everyone, “These words were 

written by Prime Master Goldfeather.” 

“Prime Master Goldfeather?” Although they were all commoners, they still knew the names of the 

famous Beast Tamers in the history of the Holy Spirit Continent. 



Eliza asked Ge Meng, “The Prime Master Goldfeather you’re talking about is the founder of the Divine 

Realm Academy? The person who led the experts of the four races and successfully forced the demon 

beast race into the abyss?” 

“Yes, that’s right.” Ge Meng stroked the words on the wall with respect in his eyes. 

At this moment, a male voice that contained a sinister aura quickly sounded from the distant sky. “Is 

everyone here?” 

When he said the first word, that person was still very far away. When the last word landed, that person 

had already quickly flown to the end of the mercenary team. 

Upon hearing this voice, all the mercenary group leaders immediately trembled. 

Eliza and the others slowly turned around. The mercenaries behind them also turned around in fear. Yu 

Huang turned around with everyone and saw three to four tall and thin men in black suits standing at 

the back of the team. 

The man standing at the front had the most noble status, and the spiritual energy aura released from his 

body was the strongest. He held a gorgeous black cane in his right hand, and a small black bag hung on 

his left wrist. He wore a pair of single-lens glasses on his face, and he looked like a charming elf from a 

poster. 

Every man had a loose golden silk embroidered cloak on their backs. On the cloak, there was the 

appearance of the Elven King, Moldo, holding a sword. 

Although the Night Ghost Sect had done all sorts of bad things, they believed in the Elven King, Moldo, 

just like the Elven royal family. 

Yu Huang subconsciously glanced at Donor. Donor nodded at them and mouthed, “It’s the Night Ghost 

Sect.” 

When Yin Rong saw the handsome but sinister face of the man in the lead, the scene of him personally 

stabbing a dagger into her father’s brain instantly appeared in her mind. In an instant, the tragic cries of 

her parents before their deaths, her sister’s shrill cries, and her grandparents’ deaths flashed across Yin 

Rong’s mind repeatedly. 

Yin Rong trembled uncontrollably. 

This person was the elf who had cruelly killed her father! 

Xiao Shu noticed Yin Rong’s abnormal reaction and his heart ached. Just as he was about to step forward 

to support Yin Rong, he saw Yu Huang silently take a step back and lend half her shoulder to Yin Rong. 

Yin Rong leaned against Yu Huang’s shoulder and felt her friend’s warmth. Only then did she calm down. 

Eliza, Snow Wolf, Ge Meng, a one-eyed wolf man, and a tall man walked to the man. 

Yu Huang had seen that one-eyed wolf man before. 

Back in the abyss, One-Eyed Wolf and his subordinates had ambushed Eliza. Fortunately, Yu Huang 

appeared in time to save Eliza and the others. 



The tall and sturdy man was the leader of the fifth-ranked Iron Tower Mercenary Group in Rakshasa 

City. Most of the people in their mercenary group had strong bodies. 

 


